Premium Scientific
Fog Machine Fluid & Scent
Manufacturing Company
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FOG FLUID

QUICK DISSIPATING FOG

FOG FLUID

LOW-LYING FOG

Higher density than traditional quick-dissipating fog fluid with
lightning-quick dissipation. Leaving behind clear, haze-free air.

A fog chiller or cooled fog machine is required for low-lying effect.

DISAPPEARING ACT

VANISHING POINT

GROUND HUGGER INDOOR

GROUND HUGGER OUTDOOR

This CO2-mimicking fog is great
for when you want good density,
with lightning quick dissipation
and no haze!

Quick dissipation with a little extra
density. Best for indoor scenes where
a heavier fog is desired, but haze or
residue is not!

Lets you dance on a cloud! Designed
for indoor low-lying scenes, lies low
‘til it disappears into clean air!

Creates a spooky, ground coating
fog! Generates a high density, lowlying fog that dissipates before it
rises to high. Lies long and low,
best for outdoor scenes.
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FOG FLUID

FOG FLUID

ATMOSPHERIC EFFECT FOG

Produces an evenly dispersed atmospheric haze for stunning effect
while also enhancing your lighting efforts and optimal visual clarity.
Cer t i f i ed for use in ha ze m ach i n e s
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WHITEOUT

PHOTONIC

THE STANDARD

QUICK CLEAN

Best for outdoor scenes where extremedensity, super long-lasting fog is desired,
or for a super long lasting dense haze for
your hazer!

Fog or haze machine, this fluid
makes those light beams pop!
Gives that thick, smoky bar look,
or a creepy quagmire of lasers!

A great medium-density, standard
hang-time fog for any activity, or
a light haze in your hazer!

It cures what ails yer fog machine! Use
every 20 hours of use to keep your fog
machine in tip-top shape.
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1x-Scents 4 Quarts of Fog Fluid
2x-Scents 2 Gallons of Fog Fluid
Our fog scents are the perfect way to enhance your audience’s experience.
Make them feel like they’re relaxing at the beach on a tropical island, or lost
inside a spooky forest, or even just having a great time at a birthday party! And
now you can get more bang for your buck with our double concentrate bottles.

1x-Scents 4 Quarts of Fog Fluid
2x-Scents 2 Gallons of Fog Fluid

FOG SCENTS

FOG SCENTS

Scent
Components
Smoky oak
Dried leaves
Earthy soil

BIRTHDAY CAKE

BUTTERED POPCORN

COZY CAMPFIRE

CREAMY VANILLA

CRISP MINT

FRESH LEMON

Balloons are falling,
confetti is flying, and
everyone has their eye
on that birthday cake!

Like you’re right there
sitting in the center of
the silver screen!

Pull on that flannel and
warm the cocoa. You’ll
feel nice and toasty with
this fog scent!

Cozy up on grandma’s
couch with a big plate
of freshly-baked vanilla
cookies.

You’re out in the cold tundra.
Your jacket, mittens, and snow
shoes are ready. Take in a deep
breath of that crisp mint air.

The aroma of clean, fresh
citrus is the perfect way to
transport you to the lemon
fields of Southern Italy.
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1x-Scents 4 Quarts of Fog Fluid
2x-Scents 2 Gallons of Fog Fluid

FOG SCENTS

Scent
Components

Scent
Components

Old leather
Spicy incense
Dry wood
Rich tobacco

Rotting wood
Wet leaves
Cool mist

1x-Scents 4 Quarts of Fog Fluid
2x-Scents 2 Gallons of Fog Fluid

FOG SCENTS

GOTHIC MANSION

MIDNIGHT FOREST

STRAWBERRY JAM

TROPICAL BREEZE

CUSTOM SCENTS

Shh...tip-toe quietly on
those creaky floors and
find a nice spot to sit
with your old book.

In the cool mist of a
dark forest, the smells
of cedar, oak, and wet
leaves will chill you
to the bone.

Fresh from the berry patch
and made in your kitchen.
Strawberry Jam will have you
looking for some bread and
peanut butter!

If you can’t take your crowd to
the islands, bring the islands to
them, with coconut, mango,and
guava.

Did you have something else in mind to
complete your fog experience? Let us know!
We can make a custom scent just for you!
Perhaps something floral, or maybe a little
gross? Yep, we can do it all!
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CUSTOM DEVELOPMENT

WHO WE ARE

Sometimes you have a need that’s unique to you. Perhaps it’s a fog fluid with an

Professor Mysterious is a fog fluid & scent manufacturing company that is dedicated

uncommonly long hang time, or maybe a fog scent no one else could ever possibly

to providing customers with the fluid products they need to make their venue & events

want. Even if the fog products you are currently using are almost there, why settle

everything they imagined. Your venue will come to life with our selection of several

for “almost”? The benefits of Professor Mysterious’ product development and

types of fog fluid and fog scents to really bring your attendees into the moment.

production lab are yours for the asking. We can create formulations of fog liquid with
all degrees of density, dissipation speed, and ingredient requirements. Additionally,

Professor Mysterious has cooked up a variety of fog fluid to sate your needs whatever they

Professor Mysterious can produce virtually any scent of fog you can imagine,

might be! Whether you’re looking for a fog machine fluid with a nearly-eternal hang time,

from mouth-watering BBQ to gut-wrenching odors and everything in-between!

or fog fluid that dissipates to a haze almost immediately, we have a formulation for you.

Our custom development and dispensing doesn’t stop with custom fog fluid
or scents, either: if you need any liquids combined precisely and dispensed
into any sized container, Professor Mysterious’ labs can do it for you. We are
experienced in getting products to market quickly, and can dispense in sizes
from 1 ml bottles to 150 ml bottles, from 55 gallon drums to 275 gallon IBC
totes. Our production area is spacious, and our dispensing areas are flexible
and scalable. Make use of our next-generation logistics solutions, and get your
custom liquid products quickly and easily. Reorders can even be made online!

Don’t be limited by the smell of odious reality: let Professor Mysterious transport you
to another time and place entirely with our selection of fog fluid scents! Specially
formulated to work perfectly with our fog machine fluid, but entirely compatible with
virtually any fog fluid on the market, our fog scents can turn an ordinary event into
an extraordinary experience.
We’ re h e re to h e l p!
616.649.6902 • customerservice@professormysterious.com
Live chat with us on our website professormysterious.com
1823 Oak Industrial Dr NE Grand Rapids MI 49505

PROFESSORMYSTERIOUS.COM

